Say goodbye to space-consuming,
noisy and energy-inefficient diesel
engines that run round the clock.
Bid farewell to wasting vast amounts
of energy, polluting the environment
and the expenses
of high maintenance systems.
Welcome to the future.
Welcome to the Power of Green…

The Power of Green
Our Serial Hybrid
systems replace
traditional propulsion
engines with a highly
efficient electric motor
(up to 500 kW), powered
by a high-power
Lithium Ion battery
pack or variablespeed low-emission
power generators. Our
Parallel Hybrid systems
are an add-on to the
propulsion engine,
enabling electric sailing
for a number of hours.
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A hybrid system combines electric propulsion with the
means to produce and store energ y in one exceptionally
ef ficient solution. Based at the hear t of the Dutch yachting
industr y, Hybrid Power has developed the first fully
integrated high-power hybrid solution designed especially

‘Less is more with
Hybrid Power.’

for super yachts.

Less is more
Hybrid Power of fers progressive owners and designers more
power for less. By bringing electric propulsion into the power
equation you will enjoy smar t control of both your energ y
demands and sources.

All this is achieved without any loss of speed or concessions
to comfor t. On the contrar y, less is undoubtedly more with
Hybrid Power.

The Power of Integration
Our hybrid propulsion and power systems generate, store,
use, exchange and control onboard energ y in an independent
and integrated way. The system can load balance peak
periods by sharing the supply and energ y from the storage.
In of f-peak periods the power sources are in optimal running
mode and store any unused energ y. A modular concept for
power ratings from 50 kW – 500 kW combines propulsion,
manoeuvring, hydraulic functions and AC power.

To read more on the technologies involved go straight to
page 16.
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Less is more
Less pollution
Less emissions
Less weight
More fuel efficiency
More clean air
More flexibility

The Power of Clean
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A Hybrid Power serial solution of fers an exceptionally

‘As fossil fuels run dry,
the price of powering
superyachts will
inevitably increase.
But the real cost of burning
vast amounts of diesel is
to the environment.’

ef ficient energ y-saving system with maximum output. And
by dispensing with the main diesel propulsion engine you
have a much greater flexibilit y in terms of layout and – a
crucial factor on super yachts – considerable savings in
weight.

In addition you can access pristine remote places and
other protected zero-emission areas that diesel-engine
super yachts cannot enter. The absence of the smell of
exhaust fumes when at anchorage is a treat for swimmers
and fish alike!

Smart power management
Conventional systems are wasteful in so many ways - the
imbalance bet ween night and day consumption means
engines run at 50 percent capacit y. A Hybrid Power system
of fers an ideal degree of flexibilit y thanks to its power
balance.

The operation mode of each power source is optimised and
the energ y source runs in the most ef ficient way, saving
fuel and costs. The use of variable speed generator sets
means the power demands can var y at dif ferent rpms,
unlike standard gensets with a fixed rpm and restricted
operational cur ve. The result is significant fuel savings,
greater environmental friendliness and an increased
equipment life-span.
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The Power of Peace and Quiet

Less is more
Less noise
Less vibration
Less waste
More comfort
More silence
More independence
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Noise is an emission too… When dreaming of cruising the
world’s oceans and beaut y spots, we manage to shut out
the sound of the engines and generators. But in realit y
the throbbing of diesel propulsion and the whirring of the

‘Now you can enjoy
sailing serenity
without having to rely
solely on sails; sensing
and hearing the waves
as well as being
ecologically sound.’

overall system can shat ter the peace. And the vibrations that
emanate through a yacht with conventional power are also
an unwelcome distraction.

Sensing the waves
Now you can enjoy sailing serenit y without having to rely
solely on sails; sensing and hearing the waves as well as
being ecologically sound. The option for silent operation time
using the bat ter y bank allows you to spend several hours in
soundless surroundings in a secluded anchorage. You can
also enter harbour without engines running, dock and then
hook up to shorepower. Your marina neighbours are sure to
be impressed too.

The Power of Storage
As well as low levels of noise and minimal vibrations,
the option to turn of f the generators and use bat teries
opens up a whole new range of benefits. The Hybrid Power
function allows you to store your own energ y, use it during
peak periods and recharge during of f-peak periods. It also
provides back-up power in a blackout, protecting critical
applications and systems.
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The Power of Peace of Mind

Less is more
Less restrictions
Less maintenance
Less insecurity
More reliability
More experience
More customisation
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Clean air equals a clean conscience… And you can also rest
assured that a Hybrid Power solution provides maximum

‘Renowned Dutch quality is
apparent in every aspect of
the system. All components are
developed in the Netherlands
and manufactured in a
production facility with
the highest environmental
standards.’

safet y for you and your family, guests and crew members.
Renowned Dutch qualit y is apparent in ever y aspect of the
system. All components are developed in the Netherlands
and manufactured in a production facilit y with the highest
environmental standards.

The Power of Convenience
Our systems also fully comply with all the various
classification regulations related to super yachts such as
Lloyds and ABS. And, in addition to the utmost reliabilit y,
your crew will be delighted with the simplicit y of installation
and operation.

The Power of Customisation
With over 15 years of experience in the world of super yachts,
we understand the requirements of this specialised industr y.
Whether a refit or a new build, each project has distinctive
requirements. Hybrid Power designs and manufactures
bespoke solutions that exactly meet client needs. We ser ve
the market for all recreational and small professional craf t,
sail and motor, with power requirements of 50 kW and up.
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The Power of Choice
A major issue on ever y super yacht, motor and sail, is the
precious onboard real estate. As ever-more technologies,
equipment and home-from-home facilities are installed, they
compete with the natural desire for comfor table lounges and
cabins. The race for space is ver y much on.
Less is more
Less bulky equipment
Less space devoted
to propulsion
Less costs

Dispensing with the need for a conventional primar y
propulsion engine reduces the volume needed for a yacht’s
technical zone and radically enhances your freedom of
design and layout. Moreover, as the ‘engine room’ is more
like a generator room, it can be located in the best place for
interior weight distribution and maintenance.

More interior space
More freedom of layout
More versatility

Modular thinking
The components of a Hybrid Power system are comprised of
compact ‘building blocks’. Configured in a modular way, they
of fer you significant benefits in terms of space and flexibilit y.
Our innovative integration philosophy also means more
components in less boxes… And fur ther savings in space
and weight.
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‘The components of a
Hybrid Power system are
comprised of compact
‘building blocks’.
Configured in a modular way,
they offer you significant
benefits in terms of
space and flexibility.’
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The Power of Plug & Play
The Power of being prepared
Hybrid Power of fers a total one-stop shopping concept that
makes the pre-engineering activities at the yard a great deal
easier. You need have no concerns about finding appropriate
par tners for the various par ts of your system: We are ready
to ser ve you with all the par ts you need, each prepared for
plug-and-play installation. This also eliminates any possible
weak links and again ensures you optimal safet y.

The Power of the future
The pages that follow explain the various modules that make
up the smar test energ y generation and propulsion available
on the planet today. Be prepared to be par t of the future…
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The Power of Parallel Hybrid
Parallel Hybrid maintains the mechanical connection
bet ween the engine and propeller shaf t, with the electric
motor acting on the drive shaf t in parallel with the engine.
The power split is a mechanical device that allows transfer of
power bet ween its connections. You can drive the propeller
directly from the engine or from the electric motor, or from
both. You can also disconnect the propeller for a standalone generator function. The engine is disconnected during
regeneration.
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The Power of Serial Hybrid
In a Serial Hybrid system the conventional diesel engine is
replaced by an electrical motor. A bat ter y bank is connected
to the common electric power bus, which is connected to the
motor. The electrical energ y is either provided by variable
speed power generators or by the bat ter y bank. With large
bat teries you can have long periods of electric propulsion
(and/or driving onboard electrical appliances) without
resor ting to the generator.
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The Power of
Innovative Technologies

Hy-Grid distribution system
The DC power distribution system that supplies electric
power on demand from the power sources to the power
consumers. An isolated and laminated copper busbar rail
system with various switches, built into modular cabinets.
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Hy-Gen power generators

Hy-Invert AC power supply

Variable speed generators based on intelligent, permanent

The highly ef ficient DC to AC inver ters smoothly conver t

magnet alternator technolog y, utilising ultra-compact diesel

power from the various DC sources into a sine wave single

engines and fit ted in a sound shield. The power packs feed a

and three phase 230/400 VAC/ 50 Hz (or 60 Hz). With power

high DC power bus, connected to the propulsion systems and

ratings of 30 kVA , 60 or 90 kVA , there is suf ficient power to

the DC-AC power conversion system for the hotel load.

operate all the domestic appliances including airco.

Hy-Store power storage

Hy-Control

Deep cycle, long-life Lithium-Ion bat ter y provides emission-

All system components are connected to the overall power

free power for propulsion and/or power generation, without

management system, which controls and monitors the entire

operating the auxiliar y generators (Hy-Gen) or using the

system. This advanced automation system is configured

engines. Capacit y, voltage and mechanical configuration var y

according to the yacht’s requirements and fit ted with a

with each system.

manual override to ensure redundancy.

Hy-Charge batter y charging

Hy-Prop propulsion

Sophisticated system for recharging the Lithium-Ion bat ter y

Propulsion is taken care of by one or more high-ef ficiency

bank from the Hy-Gen power packs or shorepower. The

permanent magnet electrical motors, driving the propeller

bat ter y can also be recharged during sailing by the shaf t

shaf t through a gearbox. This electric drive is powered

generator. In all cases the bat ter y bank can be recharged

by either the Hy-Store or Hy-Gen module. Bow and

and discharged over ver y shor t periods without harming its

sternthrusters are operated in a similar way.

functionalit y or life-span.
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